After a break of five years the Frankfurt Book Fair represents the German publishing scene with a Collective Stand in Vilnius again.

Ten publishers will present their titles (gardening, pets, nature, cookbooks / religion & society / children’s / sciences) alongside the Kurt Wolff Foundation for a Diverse Publishing and Literary Scene. It will also be possible to view the latest book collections:

“Behind the Lines - New literary releases from Germany”
“Today Is the Last Day of the rest of your Life – Current Graphic Novels from Germany”
“Children’s Books on Tour” rights list
“Best Designed German Books 2013”.

For the literary programme of the Vilnius Book Fair with its focus “Classical Literature” the Frankfurt Book Fair is cooperating with the Goethe Institut Lithuania in organising two events with the comic author Flix and his graphic novel adaptation of Goethe’s Faust (Carlsen Verlag):

On Saturday, February 22nd
- From 2.00 to 4.00 p.m.: „How to draw comic book characters?“ – Workshop for Children aged 10 and more, Vilnius Book Fair, Creative Studio
- 6.00 p.m.: „Live Comic Reading Show: Goethe’s FAUST Adaption as a Graphic Novel“, Vilnius Book Fair, Forum

The stand of Frankfurt Book Fair - Hall 3, stand number 3.16